They'll Double-Scare You!

It's a twin-terror show...supercharged with chills and thrills!

SUPER-SCIENCE CREATES A TITANIC TERROR!

MAN-MADE MONSTER

with
Lionel ATWILL
Anne NAGEL
Frank ALBERTSON
Samuel S. HINDS
and
Lon CHANEY, Jr.

Screen Play by JOSEPH WEST
Based on the story entitled "The Elektra Man" by H. J. Trent, Sid Schwartz and Lon Gaunt
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Directed by GEORGE WAGNER
Associate Producer: JACK BERNHARD

TERROR TRACKS A TREASURE HUNT!

HORROR ISLAND

with
Dick FORAN · Leo CARRILLO
Peggy MORAN · Fuzzy KNIGHT
LEWIS HOWARD
WALTER CATLETT

From The Studio That Created FRANKENSTEIN and DRACULA
It's A TWIN-TEERROR SHOW THAT WILL DOUBLE-SCARE YOU!

1. DEATH-DEALING DYNAMO!
2. BURIED TREASURE IN TRAPS OF TERROR!

MAN-MADE MONSTER and HORROR ISLAND

LIONEL ATWILL
ANNE NAGEL
FRANK ALBERTSON
SAMUEL S. HINDS
LON CHANEY, JR.

From The Makers of FRANKENSTEIN and DRACULA

Screen Play by JOSEPH WEST
Based on the story entitled "The Electric Man!" by
H. J. Evans, Ed Schwartz and Ian Gilbey
Directed by GEORGE WAGGNER
Associate Producer: JACK BERNHARD

Ad No. 3C—2 Col. Mat 30c

SUPER-SCIENCE CREATES A TITANIC TERROR!

MAN-MADE MONSTER

LIONEL ATWILL
ANNE NAGEL
FRANK ALBERTSON
SAMUEL S. HINDS
LON CHANEY, JR.

TERROR TRACKS A TREASURE HUNT!

HORROR ISLAND

From The Studio That Created FRANKENSTEIN and DRACULA

Screen Play by JOSEPH WEST
Based on the story entitled "The Electric Man!" by
H. J. Evans, Ed Schwartz and Ian Gilbey
Directed by GEORGE WAGGNER
Associate Producer: JACK BERNHARD

Ad No. 2A—2 Col. Mat 30c

Dick with Leo
FORAN • CARRILLO
Peggy
MORAN • KNIGHT

LEWIS HOWARD • WALTER CATELLY

It's A TWIN-TEERROR Show!
From The Makers of FRANKENSTEIN and DRACULA

7. THE TOUCH OF DEATH!
2. TERROR TRACKS A TREASURE HUNT!

MAN-MADE MONSTER and HORROR ISLAND

LIONEL ATWILL
ANNE NAGEL
FRANK ALBERTSON
SAMUEL S. HINDS
LON CHANEY, JR.

Screen Play by JOSEPH WEST
Based on the story entitled "The Electric Man!" by
H. J. Evans, Ed Schwartz and Ian Gilbey
Directed by GEORGE WAGGNER
Associate Producer: JACK BERNHARD

Ad No. 2B—2 Col. Mat 30c

Screen play by MAURICE TOMBAGEL and VICTOR McLEOD — Original story by Alex Galush
Directed by GEORGE WAGGNER
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER: BEN PIYAR

Ad No. 2A—2 Col. Mat 30c

IT'S A TWIN-TEERROR SHOW!!

MAN-MADE MONSTER

LIONEL ATWILL
LON CHANEY, JR.

HORROR ISLAND

With
DICK FORAN
LEO CARRILLO
PEGGY MORAN
FUZZY KNIGHT

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE 1c

Ad No. 1C—1 Col. Mat 15c